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We are all foreign-born or the descendants of foreign-born,and if distinctions are to be 
made between us, they should rightly be on some other ground than indigenousness. The 
early colonists came over with motives no less colonial than the later. They did not come 
to be assimilated in an American melting pot. They did not come to adopt the culture of 
the American Indian. They had not the smallest intention of 'giving themselves without 
reservation' to the new country. They came to get freedom to live as they wanted to. They 
came to escape from the stifling air and chaos of the old world; they came to make their 
fortune in a new land. They invented no new social framework. Rather they brought over 
bodily the old ways to which they had been accustomed. Tightly concentrated on a 
hostile frontier, they were conservative beyond belief. Their pioneer daring was reserved 
for the objective conquest of material resources. In their folkways, in their social and 
political institutions, they were, like every colonial people, slavishly imitative of the 
mother country. So that, in spite of the 'Revolution,' our whole legal and political system 
remained more English than the English, petrified and unchanging, while in England law 
developed to meet the needs of the changing times. 
 

.  .  . 
 
We are not dealing with static factors, but with fluid and dynamic generations. To 
contrast the older and the newer immigrants and see the one class as democratically 
motivated by love of liberty, and the other by mere money- getting, is not to illuminate 
the future. To think of earlier nationalities as culturally assimilated to America, while we 
picture the later as a sodden and resistive mass, makes only for bitterness and 
misunderstanding. There may be a difference between these earlier and these later stocks, 
but it lies neither in motive for coming nor in strength of cultural allegiance to the 
homeland. The truth is that no more tenacious cultural allegiance to the mother country 
has been shown by any alien nation than by the ruling class of Anglo- Saxon descendants 
in these American States. English snobberies, English religion, English literary styles, 
English literary reverences and canons, English ethics, English superiorities, have been 
the cultural food that we have drunk in from our mothers' breasts. The distinctively 
American spirit—pioneer, as distinguished from the reminiscently English—that appears 
in Whitman and Emerson and James, has had to exist on sufferance alongside of this 
other cult, unconsciously belittled by our cultural makers of opinion. No country has 
perhaps had so great indigenous genius which had so little influence on the country's 
traditions and expressions. The unpopular and dreaded German- American of the present 
day is a beginning amateur in comparison with those foolish Anglophiles of Boston and 
New York and Philadelphia whose reversion to cultural type sees uncritically in 
England's cause the cause of Civilization, and, under the guise of ethical indepenence of 
thought, carries along European traditions which are no more 'American' than the German 
categories themselves. 
 

.  .  . 
 



America is a unique sociological fabric, and it bespeaks poverty of imagination not to be 
thrilled at the incalculable potentialities of so novel a union of men. To seek no other goal 
than the weary old nationalism,—belligerent, exclusive, inbreeding, the poison of which 
we are witnessing now in Europe,—is to make patriotism a hollow sham, and to declare 
that, in spite of our boastings, America must ever be a follower and not a leader of 
nations. 
 

.  .  . 
 
If we come to find this point of view plausible, we shall have to give up the search for our 
native 'American' culture. With the exception of the South and that New England which, 
like the Red Indian, seems to be passing into solemn oblivion, there is no distinctively 
American culture. It is apparently our lot rather to be a federation of cultures. This we 
have been for half a century, and the war has made it ever more evident that this is what 
we are destined to remain. This will not mean, however, that there are not expressions of 
indigenous genius that could not have sprung from any other soil. Music, poetry, 
philosophy, have been singularly fertile and new. Strangely enough, American genius has 
flared forth just in those directions which are least understanded of the people. If the 
American note is bigness, action, the objective as contrasted with the reflective life, 
where is the epic expression of this spirit? Our drama and our fiction, the peculiar fields 
for the expression of action and objectivity, are somehow exactly the fields of the spirit 
which remain poor and mediocre. American materialism is in some way inhibited from 
getting into impressive artistic form its own energy with which it bursts. Nor is it any 
better in architecture, the least romantic and subjective of all the arts. We are inarticulate 
of the very values which we profess to idealize. But in the finer forms—music, verse, the 
essay, philosophy—the American genius puts forth work equal to any of its 
contemporaries. Just in so far as our American genius has expressed the pioneer spirit, the 
adventurous, forward- looking drive of a colonial empire, is it representative of that 
whole America of the many races and peoples, and not of any partial or traditional 
enthusiasm. And only as that pioneer note is sounded can we really speak of the 
American culture. As long as we thought of Americanism in terms of the 'melting- pot,' 
our American cultural tradition lay in the past. It was something to which the new 
Americans were to be moulded. In the light of our changing ideal of Americanism, we 
must perpetrate the paradox that our American cultural tradition lies in the future. It will 
be what we all together make out of this incomparable opportunity of attacking the future 
with a new key. 
 

.  .  . 
 
The war [World War I] has shown America to be unable, though isolated geographically 
and politically from a European world-situation, to remain aloof and irresponsible. She is 
a wandering star in a sky dominated by two colossal constellations of states. Can she not 
work out some position of her own, some life of being in, yet not quite of, this seething 
and embroiled European world? This is her only hope and promise. A trans- nationality 
of all the nations, it is spiritually impossible for her to pass into the orbit of any one. It 
will be folly to hurry herself into a premature and sentimental nationalism, or to emulate 



Europe and play fast and loose with the forces that drag into war. No Americanization 
will fulfill this vision which does not recognize the uniqueness of this trans- nationalism 
of ours. The Anglo- Saxon attempt to fuse will only create enmity and distrust. The 
crusade against 'hyphenates' will only inflame the partial patriotism of trans-nationals, 
and cause them to assert their European traditions in strident and unwholesome ways. But 
the attempt to weave a wholly novel international nation out of our chaotic America will 
liberate and harmonize the creative power of all these peoples and give them the new 
spiritual citizenship, as so many individuals have already been given, of a world. 
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